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producers often work with scriptwriters or story writers to develop scripts. inscripted scripts often
consist of storylines that are unrealistic and are seldom adhered to in production. stories can also be
influenced by concept rather than by the script. script writers play an important role in the shaping
of the script through interaction with producers, directors, and actors, to ensure that the script and
the resulting film comes together according to the concept, which is the final objective of the movie
in its entirety. movies composed of a large number of songs, dialogue and action addressees form
the world's third largest music-film industry. the indian film industry, which stands for hindustani

music, hindi films, and bollywood, is referred to as bollywood throughout the world and is also known
for its visual appeal and popular music. the united states remains the world's biggest spender on

film. bollywood is also far more popular in the united states than in india. bollywood films are popular
among americans largely because of the wide availability of hollywood films in the united states.
while bollywood films enjoy low film ticket prices, indian hollywood films are among the highest

priced films in the world and are the top selling film genre in the world. hindi is the official language
of india and is spoken by the most people in india; hindi is spoken by approximately 92 percent of
indians in india. the hindi-speaking states are uttar pradesh, madhya pradesh, rajasthan, punjab,

bihar, haryana and delhi. hindi cinema is sometimes known as bollywood, a literal english translation
of bhojpuri, the language used in bollywood films. however, hindi cinema is not a dialect of hindi, but

rather a film language written in a literary style that serves as a lingua franca among the hindi-
speaking states. hindi cinema is the top-grossing feature film industry in india, followed by tamil,

telugu and kannada film industries.
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